OAS 7
Open Art-System

Play like the Big Ones
New expansion pack for owners of ABACUS,
VERONA, XENIOS, IKARUS and Expander
EX1
Number of sounds playable simultaneously
on your upper manual, Lower manual and
pedal increased.
Now available are four sounds on the upper
manual, three sounds on the lower manual
and two sounds on the pedal, which opens
up new musical possibilities.
Furthermore, you now also get more split
areas.

New Buttons for switching on/off
Simple Operation
The new selectors are simply a new button for on
and off.
All new features as per usual can be stored in the
total pre-sets
The new Version 7.1 software OAS-R43 is
available immediately for download at
www.wersi.de
If you are not connected to the Internet, you
can receive a CD or DVD with just a nominal
Shipping Fee from authorized WERSI
Partners.
To obtain the necessary activation contact
direct www.musicstore.de (Enter in the
search box "WERSI selector
Plus one) or an authorized WERSI
Merchant.
Tip: With the new R43 on your Instrument all
extensions are available to use for 10 times,
thus you can test any of them that you have
not yet purchased

Musicstore
info@wersi.net

PRICE
Selector Plus

€290

Prerequisites: This new Software extension
applies only to the
ABACUS, VERONA, XENIOS,
IKARUS and expander EX1.
You need the OAS7 software version 7.1
R43.
Other options, such as for example the
Open Art Arranger are not necessary for use
of the New Extension,
You have to install the version R43 to gain
access to this option.
You can test this Extension for 10 times.
To continue using it after this time, you will
need to purchase the un-lock code from
Wersi.
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